Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh City and 1760 km. Hanoi is located on the
shores of the Red River of the North Delta, bordering northern Thai Nguyen and Vinh Phuc;
Henan south and Peace; on the east by the provinces of Bac Giang, Bac Ninh and Hung Yen;
with the provinces of Hoa Binh and Phu Tho provinces. With the long development history,
Hanoi possesses a lot of natural tourism resources and rich cultural heritage of Thang Long
Imperial Citadel, Van Mieu Quoc Tu Giam, quiet old town, the village traditional landscape
brings together the individual values such as West Lake, Hoan Kiem Lake in Hanoi…
therefore remains an attractive tourist destination country’s largest international beauty quiet,
elegant. International visitors can get Vietnam visa at embassy/consulate or apply Vietnam
visa on arrival online to visit the city and will feel the culture and beauty of the land of
ancient Hanoi thousand years of civilization.
Trains: Fares North-South Reunification ranged from 1,166,000d / pm to 1,246,000d /
afternoon. From Hanoi Railway Station is located on Le Duan to the city center takes about
10 to 15 minutes by taxi.
Visiting Places of playing tourist in Hanoi:
Hoan Kiem Lake: A special feature of Hanoi is in the geographical heart of the city and there
are many lakes surrounding the city’s major rivers. Hoan Kiem Lake is located in the city
center with old Turtle Tower is located on a small peninsula between Lake. Aside from Hoan
Kiem Lake is the architecture is impressive and valuable heritage of the city: Tower Pens,
Radio Research, The Huc bridge leading into or families Dac Nguyet floor Tran Ba… on the
way leading to Ngoc Son Temple. Pretty as a flower basket in the heart of the city, Hoan
Kiem Lake is surrounded by the streets of Dinh Tien Hoang, Le Thai To, Hang Khay. This
three long streets around 1.800m. The surface area is a large mirror reflecting Definition of
ancient trees, the graceful willow drooping hair, the roof temples of ancient, moss old tower,
high-rise new buildings rising blue sky.
One Pillar Pagoda Hanoi is the center of the Buddhist religion and Vietnam within the city
so there are many temples hundreds of years old. The most famous is the One Pillar pagoda
architecture lotus can say is unique to Vietnam. As a group of buildings, including temples
and buildings built between the lake station square. Both clusters called the Lotus stations.
The station long known as the One Pillar Pagoda, square, 3m per surface, curved roof, built
on a cylindrical stone column. 1,20m column diameter; 4m high (not including submerged
land part) supports a system of slats forming the rib cage firmly support the station house
built on the other side of the upright on a lotus pond area square brick parapet which around.
Van Mieu – Quoc Tu Giam: as a place of worship Confucius, put beer doctorate and also the
first university of Vietnam
Hanoi Cathedral: Typical architecture of Hanoi. View airy and comfortable making it a
destination attraction for young people as well as the Hanoi Tourist Hanoi
Old Town: The highlight of the tour Hanoi. Hanoi 36 streets with old houses and streets still
retain the look of them from the 19th century.
Hanoi Opera House: is a smaller version of the Opéra Garnier in Paris, No. 1 Trang Tien
streets of the city center. Hanoi Opera House is the cultural works on most of our country
was built in 1902 and inaugurated in 1911. The total area is 2600m2 theater. Modern
Furniture, satisfy the requirements performances and enjoy the arts,
Ba Dinh Square – Mausoleum of President Ho Chi Minh, Hanoi tourism cannot ignore the
political center of Vietnam with the National Assembly, Presidential Palace, historic Ba Dinh
Square where President Ho Chi Minh read the Declaration independent 1945 was renamed

Ba Dinh gardens. The word is so reminiscent Ba Dinh Ba Dinh strip of land in Thanh Hoa
province, where the uprising broke out against France lasted from September to December 11887 -1886. Square where hundreds of thousands of people witnessed the ceremony
Independence Day 2-9-1945. On 9-9-1969, six days after President Hu’s death, in this
Square, capital, people and local and 34 international delegates to attend this solemn
memorial Hero Award Vietnam national liberation, the eminent cultural.
West Lake: Located not far from the city center, West Lake is the largest lake in Hanoi area.
You can rent a bicycle or a boat trip around the country Westlake.
Dao Ngoc Son ancient statue known as Turkish (elephant ears), King Ly Thai To moved the
capital to Thang Long named Jade Statue, to the Tran Ngoc Son changed. Legend has it that,
on the mound in the rock pools, there are fairies usually this dance. King Le, Thuy Trinh
Ngoc Khanh building supply paint play area. End Le, Ngoc Son temple built to worship
Buddha. By the Nguyen Dynasty, moved the Wenchang Temple – Imperial Army, then
worship is dynamic coordination Tan, The Truth (ie Quan Van Truong), Buddha Amitabha
and especially general Tran Hung Dao. This represents three religions co-existing notions of
Vietnam.
Presidential Palace is four-story building overlooking the Hung Vuong Street, was built in
1901 French colonial period, it was the residence of the governor general and the French in
Indochina (named Governor of rights). Currently, this is the place where the heads of state we
welcome foreign delegations and is an important place to the country’s ambassador to the
credentials.

